River flow energy harvesting by employing piezoelectric eels
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Energy Harvesting
Energy scavenging/harvesting is the process of collecting low level ambient energy and its conversion into electric power.
There are different concepts of energy harvesting; some of the most prominent are:
a) Photovoltaic, b) Thermoelectric, c) Wind en. harvesting, d) Kinetic energy harvesting, e) River flow harvesting - considered in this paper.

a)
b)
c)
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Underwater sensor networks are commonly used for measuring pollutants in rivers. In order to ensure their autonomous operation,
operatio the possibility of using
three energy harvesting principles is given; piezoelectric eels,, miniature underwater turbines and a solution based on “plucking” of rigid piezoelectric beams.

Piezoelectric eel energy harvesters

Underwater turbine and hybrid solution

• Piezoelectric eels are composite devices
made of piezoelectric polymers deposited
on structural supports.

• Figures on the left depict a sketch of a
miniaturized underwater turbines and a
hybrid solution where a cam driven by the
turbine is used to “pluck” a piezoelectric
beam.

• They are placed in river flows behind a
bluff body used to generate vortexes.

• In the case of the hybrid concept, the cantilever is periodically ‘plucked’ by the
plectrums, oscillates freely at its first fundamental bending mode, producing
Cp=0.15, h=0.8, ro=1000[kg/m ]
electrical charge via the piezoelectric effect. 160

• Fluid-solid interaction
induces AC voltage.

• Implementing a Matlab model (analogous
to a wind turbine), and supposing that the
power coefficient Cp ≈ 15%, while
generator’s efficiency η ≈ 80%, a first
approximation of the size of turbines’
blades for varying river flow speeds is
obtained.
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• An analytical model of
eels’s bent section is
proposed: based on the
material characteristics and
piezoelectric layers’
dimensions, for different
levels of eels’ strain Sp and
strain variation frequencies
f, the model, implemented
as a Matlab routine, allows
the output electric power
P, which will be dissipated
onto a matching resistive
load, to be calculated
(Carrol C. B, 2002.).
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• The piezoelectric eel and the hybrid concept generate
random AC voltage amplitudes, while the turbine generates
DC voltage (amplitude dependent on river flow velocity). The
obtained energy must be properly managed to achieve voltage
levels compatible with the sensors and the respective electronics.
• For that purpose, an electronics for maintaining stable DC
voltage (3.3 or 5 V) is developed.

Experiments
• Underwater turbine composed of a Faulhaber 1724012SR DC generator, a Misumi miniature coupling
connecting the propeller shaft to the generator and miniature SKF ball bearings, is employed for
conducting river experiments.
• Three and five blades propellers with a 150 mm diameter, as well as a watertight enclosure for the
generator, are 3D printed and used for the experiments.
• It is estimated that the power generated by the turbine for a river flow of 1m/s is approximately 1W,
implying that Cp ≈ 15%, which corresponds to the simulated results.
• The second experiment is conducted by placing an eel like structure behind a bluff body in the river flow
in order to analyze Karman vortex effects needed for power generation by inducing the bending the eel.

Conclusions and outlook
•
•
•
•
•
•

In this work, an analysis of possible river flow energy harvesting solutions for powering low power pollution measuring sensor
senso nodes is given.
Simulations of the behaviour of piezoelectric eels are performed proving that PU harvesters could be more efficient than PVDF ones, however after
further research into these materials it became evident that PU isn’t ferromagnetic, and requires a constant external polarizing
polariz
voltage.
An optimized power management electronics is developed and power levels achieved by employing a miniature underwater turbine are experimentally
assessed.
Eperiments on a river showed that the power generated by the turbine is approximately 1W, which corresponds with the initial estimation obtained via the
developed Matlab simulation model.
In a second experiment, an eel like structure is placed behind a bluff body in the river flow and vortexes are successfully generated.
g
In a future work, a piezoelectric eel based on PVDF will be designed, manufactured and tested in real river conditions.
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